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Why Spatial is Special?
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structures



Why Spatial is Special?

Jean, N., et al.. Tile2vec: Unsupervised representation 
learning for spatially distributed data. AAAI 2019.

Spatial Autocorrelation:

Tobler’s First Law of Geography:

 “Everything is related to everything 
else, but near things are more 
related than distant things.” 

-- Waldo R. Tobler (Tobler 1970)

Prof. Waldo R. Tobler, 
UCSB Geography



Geographic 
bias and errors

Why Spatial is Special?

Janowicz, K., et al.. Moon landing or safari? a study of systematic errors and their causes 
in geographic linked data. GIScience 2016.



Spatially-Explicit Model
A model is said to be spatially explicit when it differentiates behaviors and 
predictions according to spatial location

● The invariance test
○ spatially explicit models are not invariant under relocation

● The representation test 
○ spatially explicit models include spatial representations in their 

implementations
● The formulation test

○ spatially explicit models include spatial concepts in their formulations
● The outcome test

○ spatial structures of inputs and outcomes are different
Prof. Michael F. Goodchild

UCSB Geography
Member of the US National Academy of Sciences



Spatially-Explicit Machine Learning Model
Spatially Explicit Machine Learning Model: Improve the performance of current 
state-of-the-art machine learning models by using spatial thinking and spatial 
inductive bias such as:

● spatial heterogeneity
● distance decay effect
● map projection



Represent Spatial Data into the Embedding Space
How to represent different types of spatial data into an embedding space?



Various Geospatial Tasks

Human Mobility:
Trajectory Prediction

(Gao et al., 2021)

Ecology:
Species Distribution Modeling

(Mac Aodha et al., 2019; Mai et al., 2020)

Geospatial Semantics:
Place Name Disambiguation

(Ju et al., 2016)

Climate Science:
Precipitation Prediction

Economy:
Wealth Index Prediction 
(Sheehan et al., 2019)

Smart City:
Indoor/outdoor Navigation

(Mehta et al., 2020)



Problem Statement
Distributed representation of point-features in space:

Given a set of points                      , i.e., Point Of Interests (POIs), in L-D space (L = 2,3), each 
point                             is associated with a location        and attributes        (i.e., POI feature such 
as type, name). We define function

which maps any coordinate x in space to a vector representation of d dimension



Unsupervised Location Encoding 

Geo-aware Image Classification (Mac Aodha et al., 2019)

1. Radial Basis Function (RBF)

● choosing the correct scale is challenging
● Need to memorize the training samples

3. Directly feed the coordinates into a FFN 
(inductive single-scale location encoder)

● hard to capture fine grained distributions

2. Tile-based approaches (Berg at al. 2014; 
Tang et al. 2015): discretize the study area 
into regular grids

● choosing the correct scale is challenging
● does not scale well in terms of memory



The Key Challenge for Location Encoding
● Joint modeling distributions with very different characteristics 
● => multi-scale location representations

Women’s Clothing 
(Clustered Distribution)

Education
(Even Distribution)

Renormalized Ripley’s K 
for different POI types



Unsupervised Text Encoding
Position Encoding: encode word positions with sinusoid functions of different frequencies

Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) BERT (Devlin et al.,  2019)



Grid Cell Based Multi-Scale Location Encoding
By recording the activities of rat neurons 
during navigation within a square region, some 
neurons in its entorhinal cortex have a 
hexagonal firing pattern. (Hafting et al. 2005; 
Hafting et al. 2005; Fyhn et al. 2008; Yartsev et 
al. 2011; Killian et al. 2012)

Grid cells in mammals provide a multi-scale 
periodic representation that functions as a 
metric for location encoding. (Banino et al., 
2018)



Grid Cell Based Multi-Scale Location Encoding

Grid cell representation can be simulated by summing 
three cosine grating functions oriented 60  degree apart 
(a simple Fourier model of the hexagonal lattice). (Blair 
et al. 2007)

It is more likely that a 2D location x is represented by a 
population of neurons, i.e., grid cells, so that these grid 
cells form a vector representation of this location x. (Gao 
et al. 2019)

Mean grid spacing for all modules 
(M1–M4) in all animals (colour-coded)
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Point Space Encoder: Space2Vec

Given a location x: (1)

(2)

(3)

(4)



Point Feature Encoder
Point feature encoder                    encodes  such features      into a feature embedding

For example, if each point represents a POI with multiple POI types, the feature embedding       
can simply be the mean of each POI types’ embeddings:

          indicates the hth POI type embedding of a POI pi with H POI types 



POI classification - Location Modeling
Location Decoder              : Directly reconstructs point feature embedding             given its space 
embedding 

For training we use inner product to compare the reconstructed feature embedding           against 
the real feature embeddings           and other negative points



POI classification - Spatial Context Modeling
Spatial Context Decoder              : reconstructs the feature embedding             of the center point       
based on the space and feature embeddings                                        of n nearby points

Space-Aware Graph Attention Network Model:



Space-aware Graph Attention Network

Sheehan, E.,et al.. Predicting economic development using geolocated wikipedia articles. In ACM SIGKDD 2019.



Unsupervised Training
The unsupervised learning task can simply be maximizing the log likelihood of observing the true 
point       at position      among all the points in P

Negative Sampling:



POI classification - Location Modeling Evaluation



Multi-scale Analysis of Location Modeling



Spatial Context Modeling Evaluation



Geo-Aware Image Classification

Species with similar appearance information may have distinct geographic prior distributions. 
(Figure from Mac Aodha et al., 2019)



Geo-Aware Image Classification
Developing a geo-aware image classification model by fusing our Space2Vec location encoding 
model with the state-of-the-art image classification models such as Inception V3 (Szegedy et al. 
2016).



Geo-Aware Image Classification



Species Distribution Prediction

Arxiv paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.00824                                                     GitHub Repo: https://github.com/gengchenmai/space2vec

https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.00824
https://github.com/gengchenmai/space2vec


Conclusion for Space2Vec:
● We introduced an encoder-decoder framework as a general-purpose representation model 

for space inspired by biological grid cells’ multi-scale periodic representations.

● We show the effectiveness of Space2Vec on two tasks: POI classification and geo-aware 

image classification.

● Our analysis reveals that it is the ability to integrate representations of different scales 

that makes the grid cell models outperform other baselines on these two tasks
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SE-KGE: A Location-Aware Knowledge Graph Embedding Model 
for Geographic Question Answering and Spatial Semantic Lifting

Gengchen Mai1, Krzysztof Janowicz1, Ling Cai1, Rui Zhu1, Blake Regalia1, Bo Yan2, Meilin Shi1, Ni 
Lao3

1STKO Lab, UC Santa Barbara; 2 LinkedIn Corporation; 3 SayMosaic Inc.

Spatial semantic lifting in the SE-KGE embedding space
          Arxiv paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.14171                                                     

https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.14171


SE-KGE: A Location-Aware KG Embedding Model
A novel KGE model which directly encodes spatial footprints, namely point 
coordinates and bounding boxes, thereby making them available while learning 
knowledge graph embeddings.

Encoding spatial footprints of geographic entities:

● Location encoder (Mai et al., 2020): the neural network models which 
encode a pair of coordinates into a high dimensional embedding which can be 
used in multi downstream tasks



Challenges of SE-KGE
1. Location encoding can handle point-wise metric relations (e.g., 

dbo:nearestCity) and directional relations (e.g., dbp:north) in KGs, but it is 
not easy to encode containment relations (e.g., dbo:isPartOf).

○ Represent geographic entities as regions instead of points in the embedding space

2. How to seamlessly handle geographic and non-geographic entities?

3. How to capture the spatial and other semantic aspects at the same time?

4. Spatial Semantic Lifting: How to design a KGE model so that it can be used 
to infer new relations between entities in a KG and any arbitrary location in 
the study area?



Method: GeoKG Definition

Given a geographic knowledge graph

● V : the set of entities/nodes
● E : the set of directed edges 
●              :  the geographic entity set
●          : entity                =>                       where
●                  : the set of large-scale geographic entity
●          : entity                =>                                          where   



Method: CQG Definition

●          : a set of all conjunctive graph queries that can be asked over G
●      : the target variable of query q (target node)
●                    : existentially quantified bound variables (bound nodes)
●      : a basic graph pattern in this CGQ
●      : the entity node appeared in the question (anchor node)

The dependency graph of Query q is a directed acyclic graph (DAG)

Geographic CGQ: the answer entity is a geographic entity



Method: CQG Example

Which city in Alameda County, California is the assembly place of Chevrolet Eagle 
and the nearest city to San Francisco Bay?



Method: Three Components for GeoQA
There major components of SE-KGE:

● Entity encoder              
● Projection operator            
● Intersection operator          



Method: Space Semantic Lifting 
Use entity encoder               and projection operator           for spatial semantic 
lifting:

Note that location encoder is one component of entity encoder



Method: Location-Aware Entity Encoder
● Semantic Aspect:

● Space Aspect:



Method: Location-Aware Entity Encoder
● Entity Feature Encoder

● Entity Space Encoder

Encoding results are concatenated 
as the final output



Method: Location-Aware Projection Operator



Method: Location-Aware Projection Operator



Method: GeoQA and Spatial Semantic Lifting
● GeoQA

● Spatial Semantic Lifting



Experiment
Evaluate SE-KGE using the DBGeo dataset which is built based on a subgraph of 
DBpedia



Geographic Question Answering



Geographic Question Answering

(b) Census Bureau-designated regions of United States(a) Clustering result of location embeddings produced 
by the location encoder in SE-KGEspace

(c) The community detection (Shuffled 
Louvain) results of KG



Spatial Semantic Lifting



Conclusion for SE-KGE
● We develop a spatially-explicit knowledge graph embedding model, SE-KGE, 

which applies a location encoder to incorporate spatial information 
(coordinates and spatial extents) of geographic entities.

● SE-KGE is extended as end-to-end models for two tasks: geographic 
question answering and spatial semantic lifting (a new task).

● Evaluation results show that SE-KGE can outperform multiple baselines on 
two tasks.

● Visualization shows that SE-KGE can successfully capture the spatial 
proximity information as well as the semantics of relations.

Future work:

● We want to explore a more concise way to encode the spatial footprints of 
geographic entities in a KG
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Question?


